

**EC the arbiter reserves 400 of 425 complaints**

RAJAT KUMAR | NEW DELHI

A rare feat at avoiding resolving issues, the Election Commission has decided to reserve 400 of 425 complaints that have been filed against political parties, candidates, and individuals in connection with the upcoming Lok Sabha elections. Out of these, 425 major complaints have been raised since the Lok Sabha elections of 2014. The deluge of complaints has led to a backlog of unresolved cases. The process of addressing these complaints has been slow, and the commission has been under pressure to decide on them before the election dates.

The complaints have been filed by various stakeholders, including political parties, candidates, and individuals, alleging violations of election rules and regulations. The commission has been trying to resolve them and has been issuing various notices and orders to the parties and candidates. However, the backlog has persisted, and the commission has been under pressure to take swift action.

The commission has reserved 400 complaints for further consideration and has directed the concerned authorities to expedite their disposal. The commission has also directed the parties and candidates to refrain from making any new nominations or filing any new complaints until the pending cases are disposed of.

The commission has also directed the parties and candidates to refrain from making any new nominations or filing any new complaints until the pending cases are disposed of. The commission has also directed the parties and candidates to refrain from making any new nominations or filing any new complaints until the pending cases are disposed of.
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Chandigarh | Wednesday | May 15, 2024

Properties. Any Body Dealing Ankit Kumar And His Wife Haryana Declare That My Son Fatehpuri Colony, Rohtak moveable and immovable from my all movable-immovable at their own risk.

District Kurukshetra, have (414), Lukhi, Tehsil Thanesar (414), Lukhi, Tehsil Thanesar all movable and immovable property as they are my control. I Disown them from my control. In future, if anybody is out of our control. We disown them from our all movable-immovable property. Anybody dealing with him at their own risk.

Amritsar | Saturday | May 18, 2024

Although every possible care and caution has been taken to avoid errors or omissions, this publication is being sold on... is merely for reference and must not be taken as having authority of or binding in any way on the writers, editors,
Wives Step into Political Arena: Battling for Their Husbands' Electoral Fortunes

MOHANDEEVA BHULLAR & CHANDIGARH

In the Lok Sabha elections, the wives of the legislators from Punjab, each representing a different party, have emerged as significant players. The women, despite being relatively unknown, have shown a determination to support their husbands and carry forward their political agendas. This article explores their strategies and contributions in the political landscape of Punjab.

While the focus of the election was on candidates and their campaign strategies, the presence of these women highlighted a new dimension in the political arena. The wives, representing various parties, demonstrated their commitment to their husbands' political causes and aspirations.

The article concludes by discussing the potential impact of these women's involvement in the political process and the role they might play in shaping the future of Punjab's political landscape.
In the city of Chandigarh, Career Launcher, Chandigarh, hosted a dynamic session aimed at enlightening students on diverse career avenues post their Plus 1 and Plus 2 education. The event, titled “Charting Your Path,” took place at the prestigious Novotel Hotel in Chandigarh, attracting over 200 enthusiastic students and their parents.

Led by the esteemed speaker, Amitendra Kumar, National Product Head for UG Product at Career Launcher, the session transcended the traditional boundaries of career choices, offering valuable insights beyond the conventional medical and non-medical routes. Kumar's expertise and guidance provided attendees with a roadmap to explore and pursue their passions while making informed decisions about their future endeavors.

The event was not only a platform for students but also an opportunity for parents to gain a deeper understanding of the evolving landscape of career choices available to their children. Their active participation and engagement underscored the significance of such initiatives in shaping the future workforce.

Held amidst the luxurious ambiance of Novotel Hotel, the session concluded on a high note with a networking high tea, fostering meaningful connections and conversations among participants.

In the city of Chandigarh, Ashiana Public School Session 2023-24, Ashiana Public School has added another feather to its cap by a commendable performance of Class X students in the CBSE Board exam. The school proudly declares 100% result of its students. The students have come out with flying colors. It is matter of great pride to share that out of 77 students, 6 students have secured above 95% in aggregate. Rijul Chauhan has topped Class X by securing 97.8%. Six students have secured 95% and above – Rijul Chauhan - 97.85, Anwesha Gupta - 96.6%, Samiksha Sabharwal - 96.4%, Kirat Kaur - 96%, Tamana - 95.6%, Vanshika Dhiman - 95.4%. However, out of 77 students, 19 students have secured 90% and above. The students who have secured 90% and above are: Parmeet Kaur - 94%, Riya - 94.4%, Sukhvir Kaur - 94.2%, Shonali Ghosh - 94.2%, Prithvi Aggarwal - 93.5%. Ashiana Public School Session 2023-24 has clinched here the coveted first position in the board examination, topped the charts with an impressive aggregate of 97.20% and a record of achievement of excellence. Rashik has set a shining example for his peers. Ojasvi Sood has earned the well-deserved second position in the examination with an outstanding performance of 97%. Rounding off the top three performers is Palakjeet Kaur, whose exemplary performance of 96.40% has earned her the prestigious third position in the examination. Their exemplary performances reflect their unwavering commitment to academic excellence and their ability to rise to the occasion under pressure. Rashik, Ojasvi and Palakjeet Kaur, whose dedication, hard work, and determination have propelled them to this significant milestone, deserve all the recognition and accolades from all quarters. With an impressive school average of 86.76%, the school has once again demonstrated its commitment to nurturing academic excellence and fostering a culture of learning and achievement. What sets the school apart is not only its high average but also the remarkable percentage of students who have excelled in the examination with full marks. Rashik, Ojasvi and Palakjeet Kaur, who have performed beyond expectation, have solidified their reputation as a trailblazer in the field of education.

In the city of Chandigarh, Mind Tree School Shines Bright with Stellar Results in CBSE Class 10th, Mind Tree School has celebrated another milestone in academic excellence with a flawless record of all students surpassing the 70% mark. Mind Tree School has demonstrated its commitment to academic excellence and their ability to rise to the occasion under pressure. Rashik, Ojasvi and Palakjeet Kaur, whose dedication, hard work, and determination have propelled them to this significant milestone, deserve all the recognition and accolades from all quarters. With an impressive school average of 86.76%, the school has once again demonstrated its commitment to nurturing academic excellence and fostering a culture of learning and achievement. What sets the school apart is not only its high average but also the remarkable percentage of students who have excelled in the examination with full marks. Rashik, Ojasvi and Palakjeet Kaur, who have performed beyond expectation, have solidified their reputation as a trailblazer in the field of education.
Poll rivals are rarely known for praising one another, but the current discourse has hit rock bottom.

The choice were for selecting the more entertaining option between the two PLAs has been a difficult one for the government. In Nikolai Gogol’s novel, the conflict between the two is personified as a dog and a cat, both claiming that the other is inherently evil. This is reminiscent of the current political climate, where both sides seem to be perpetuating a narrative that benefits their own interests.

In the novel, the dog represents modernity and the cat represents tradition, both vying for power and influence. This is similar to the current situation, where both the PLAs are vying for control and influence, often at the expense of the common good.

The novel also highlights the importance of perspective and perspective in storytelling. The dog and the cat see the world from their own viewpoints, which are often biased and distorted. This is similar to the current political discourse, where both sides often present their own perspectives without acknowledging the perspectives of the other.

In conclusion, Gogol’s novel offers a thought-provoking commentary on the current political climate. It reminds us of the importance of perspective and encourages us to consider the perspectives of others, even if they are different from our own.
A lot of pinching from fertiliser subsidies is happening due to policy flaws. This can be cured if only the subsidy is given under Direct Benefit Transfer.
A former Indian Army officer was killed in a shooting incident in Kashmir, according to police and officials. The shooting took place in Tral, a town in Pulwama district, which has been the site of several armed conflicts in recent years.

The shooting reportedly occurred during a search operation by security forces in the area. According to police, the officer was killed when he came under fire from suspected militants who were present in the vicinity.

This incident comes at a time when tensions between India and Pakistan have been high due to the ongoing dispute over Kashmir. India and Pakistan have been in a state of intermittent conflict over the region for decades, with both countries accusing each other of cross-border attacks.

The shooting has sparked concerns among civilian populations in the region, who have been living in fear of violence and unrest. The Indian government has been trying to maintain a strong military presence in the area to prevent any further incidents.

The location of the shooting is a sensitive area, and the Indian government has been deploying additional security forces in the region to ensure the safety of civilians. The government has also been trying to engage in diplomatic negotiations with Pakistan to resolve the dispute peacefully.

Meanwhile, local residents have been expressing their concerns and fears through social media platforms, calling for an end to the violence and calling for a peaceful resolution to the dispute.

The shooting has also highlighted the ongoing conflict in Kashmir, which has been a source of tension between India and Pakistan for decades. The region remains a flashpoint for conflict, with both countries maintaining a strong military presence in the area to prevent any further incidents.

The incident has also raised concerns among the civilian populations in the region, who have been living in fear of violence and unrest. The Indian government has been trying to maintain a strong military presence in the area to prevent any further incidents.
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Putin to discuss future strategies during China visit

AP/REUTERS

Days after being sworn in for his fifth term, Russian President Vladimir Putin will visit China in a two-day state visit to discuss arms sales and future cooperation, according to Chinese counterparts. The visit, which comes amid tensions between Washington and Beijing, is expected to strengthen the economic ties between the two countries.

Meanwhile, a senior Russian official said that Putin’s visit to China this week, will pay a state visit to China this week, to reassure an ally facing a “very challenging” moment one of the most daunting security threats facing the West.

Another top Russian official held amid Kremlin shake-up

AP/REUTERS

A senior Russian senator, a top official who was sworn in for his fifth term, said Tuesday, that Beijing has imposed sanctions on him and his foreign counterparts. The senator, who was speaking in a news conference in Beijing, said that he had been imposed with sanctions on him and his foreign counterparts in response to the recent Ukraine crisis.

Moscow has accused the US of imposing sanctions on it over its support for Serbia in the recent crisis. The US has imposed sanctions on the Russian government and its military, while the EU has imposed sanctions on Russian officials and companies. The EU has also imposed sanctions on a number of other countries, including Iran.

Blinken: US arms to Ukraine amid Russian offensives

AFP

The United States has announced that it will send $3 billion in military aid to Ukraine to counter Russian aggression. The announcement is the latest in a series of measures taken by the US to support Ukraine in its battle against Russia.

The decision comes as Russia has intensified its military operations in Ukraine, leading to widespread destruction and civilian casualties. The US has been a key supporter of Ukraine, providing military aid and other forms of assistance to the country.

During his visit, Putin, who is due to visit China this week, will travel to two cities: Beijing and Shanghai. He will hold talks with Xi Jinping, China’s president, and sign three joint statements on trade and investment.

Pakistan, IMF start talks for bailout package

AP/REUTERS

Pakistan and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have started talks for a bailout package, hoping to secure the necessary funds to help the country meet its debt obligations.

The talks are expected to focus on Pakistan’s economic stability, inflation, and fiscal policies. The Pakistan government has been under pressure to take tough economic measures to bring down inflation and improve the country’s fiscal position.

Nigeria’s wounded soldiers find healing at Prince Harry’s invictus games

AP/REUTERS

Nigeria’s wounded soldiers are finding healing at Prince Harry’s Invictus Games, a sports event that celebrates the resilience and recovery of military personnel and veterans.

Prince Harry, who founded the Invictus Games in 2014, has been a vocal advocate for military personnel and veterans. The event brings together wounded, injured, and sick service personnel from around the world to compete in a range of sports.

The games were founded by a group of elite athletes, who were inspired by Prince Harry’s own experience of service in Afghanistan. The games have since grown to include more than 5,000 athletes from over 180 nations.

The event aims to celebrate the resilience and spirit of military personnel and veterans, and to inspire others to overcome challenges and see beyond their limitations.

Top US and Chinese officials begin talks in Beijing

AP/REUTERS

US Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Chinese counterpart Wang Yi will hold talks in Beijing on Wednesday, the State Department said.

Both countries have been engaged in a tense diplomatic standoff over a range of issues, including the US-China trade war, human rights issues, and the situation in Hong Kong.

Blinken said he would urge China to respect human rights and to work towards a peaceful resolution to the territorial disputes in the South China Sea.

Wang, who is visiting Beijing for the first time since taking over as foreign minister, said he was looking forward to the talks and hoped they could help build互信, promote mutual respect, and work towards a balanced and win-win relationship.

The talks come at a time of increased tensions between the two countries, with a number of disputes, including the South China Sea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, continuing to be a source of friction.

The meeting is expected to focus on issues such as economic cooperation, security, and regional stability.

President Biden has said he hopes the talks will help to de-escalate tensions and promote a more stable relationship between the US and China.

Blinken said he looked forward to the talks, which he said would be an opportunity to discuss a range of issues, including ongoing trade disputes and the situation in Hong Kong.

Wang said he was optimistic about the prospects for the talks and hoped the two sides could make progress in resolving some of the outstanding issues.
**Swiatek on course for Madrid Open double; facing Keys in the quarters**

**WP NEWS**

**The Union of European Football Associations is offering a communications grant to deal with references and training of the Union’s referees. In a statement, the UEFA wants Euro 2024 referees to have new standards by actually gaining competing in open events. It is the huge focus on performing well like an Olympics for me,” Dagar told ‘Champions Podcast’, a series focused on performing well like an Olympics for me,” Dagar told ‘Champions Podcast’, a series.

**OPINION**

**For example, during Indian Super Cup matches, because of lack of funds (for testing), athletes in India have zero or lesser probability of catching a doping sample.**

**opinion**

**The increasing trend of doping resulted in many of the top athletes giving their occasional results as not being abnormal.**

**TOPS**

**Millions of people, including not only sports fans, but also fans of non-sporting professions like during live telecast of big matches, to tune into the Champions League.**

**The Aston Villa players will have to keep their heads cool under the increasing heat of the Champions League, as they have never been close to the knockout stages before. Villa captain John McGinn said, “Always keep your head cool, the pressure is on you.**

**Durian Duran: Substitute bags two late goals in Villa thriller with Liverpool**

**Substitute Durian Duran was the man for the hour as Villa in the 87th and 88th minute. Both goals were vital for the reds, who were looking to build on their recent victory over Man City. Durian Duran, who is known for his amazing pace and finishing ability, was brought on as a substitute in the 79th minute. Villa manager Steven Gerrard praised the Indonesian international for his performance, saying, “Durian Duran showed a lot of courage and commitment.”**

**In Tokyo, I was just happy to be there but I will be more focussed in Paris: Diksha Dagar**

**Indian golfer Diksha Durar beat par to be happy in their taste of the Parisian Open, the first major on the European Tour for 2024. Diksha Durar, who is ranked 147th in the world, said.**

**Diksha Durar said, “I always tell NADA that the problem before beating Elina Svitolina was the match that finished well after low points, the second. Two-time champion Svitolina had to proceed to her first match after the PLC to make it to the quarterfinals. She was eliminated from the net.**

**It is the responsibility of the referee, “said the Italian official, while explaining the situation.**

**Players are no longer bound to a particular country or club; they can choose to represent any country or club around the world.”**

**The Aston Villa players will have to keep their heads cool under the increasing heat of the Champions League, as they have never been close to the knockout stages before. Villa captain John McGinn said, “Always keep your head cool, the pressure is on you.**
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 amateurish to an extent that was not out of place. A 100 in nine overs was not the score they had been hoping for, but it was a decent attempt by the batsmen.

In the end, the match was decided by a nail-biting finish, with the match being tied after the规定 number of overs. The match was a testament to the resilience and determination of the two teams, who fought hard throughout the innings to emerge victorious.

The match was played in front of a packed crowd, with the atmosphere electric and the energy palpable. It was a thrilling encounter that left the spectators on the edge of their seats. The enthusiasm of the fans was contagious, and it was evident that the match had captured the imagination of the audience.

In conclusion, the match was a classic example of the high level of cricket being played today. It was a superb display of skill and strategy, with both teams giving their all to emerge victorious. The match was a fitting tribute to the beauty and excitement of the sport, and a true testament to the passion and dedication of the players and fans alike.